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c-3-4 Resonant Tunneling through Si/SiO? Double Barriers
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Recently, the most advanced technique of rnoLecular bean epitaxy of Gar-*AL*As

systens has been appLied to produce one-dimensionaL nonocrystal.line superlattice
or double-barrier structures, in which resonant tunnel-ing phenomenon has been

obrurvedl'2) These tunneling barriers are about 0.4 eV, being rather sna1l to

observe negative conductance at room ternperature. In order to overcone this Lirni-

tation, we have tried to fabricate Si/SiO, doubLe barriers. Evidence of resonant

tunneling has been found in the structure made as fol.Lows: Thin amorphous Si filrn
o

(50-120A thick) has been deposited by electron beam onto n-type Si substrate

covered with a tunnelabl-e SiO, fiLn (SO;. thick). Then the anorphous Si has been

crystaLLized at 1050oC in N, atnosphere prior to the therrnal oxidation (30.i, thick)
of the filn. N-type conduction has been found in the polycrystalline Si fiLn frorn

the field effect measurenur,tr?)

Figure L represents the bias dependence of DC tunneling conductance for a

nsi (No= 4x1015crn- 31 /sio, (soil lpoby si (50;,) /siozCsoi,l /Au doubl.e barrier. Fine struc-

tures of the conductance arising fron the resonant tunneling and re1ated negative

conductance at L.26 V and L.61 V have been seen. Tunnel.ing into surface states at

poLy Si/SiO, or nSi/SiO, interface provides only broad peaks or humps in the

conductan.".u"rr.l'5) Trap LeveLs in poly Si bancl gap cause a weak hysteresis of

the conductance-bias relation by capture and

enission of electrons. If polycrystalJ.ine Si

is changed into a structure of islands after
oxidation, resonant tunneling takes p1.ace onLy

through these isl.ands. ALL of these problens

have littLe infLuence on the resonant trans-

nission of electrons. The bias voltages at

which the resonant tunneling occurs are

indicated by arrows in Fig.1. They have been

obtained fron the calculated transnission co-

efficient of electron waves in the Si/Si02

double barrier (Fig.2) and the bias dependence

of the surface potential for the substrate Si.

RelativeLy weak structures of the conductance

near the main singuLarities couLd be explained
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Fig.1. Bias dependence of tun-
neling conductance for a Si/Si0,
doubLe barrier. Voltage pol.ar-'
ity refers to that appLied to Au
electrode.



ELECTRON ENERGV (d)

Fig.2. CaLcuLated transnission coef
ficient of electrons in the Si/SiO"
doubLe barrier as a function of L

electron energy.
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by the spatial fluctuations of the effec- Fig.3. Resonant energies (indicated
by spread of val.ues;I) measured on

tive weLL width. In order to ill.ustrate sanpLes with different weLL witlth
and calcuLated resonant states

the degree of reproducibiLity, the resonant (broken lines) as a function of
weLl width. n is the quantum nunber.

energies obtained fron the singuLarities of
DC tunneling conductance on other sanpLes with different weLL width are shown in
Fig.3 together with the caLcuLateil quasistationary states of Si/Si0, doubLe-

barrier structures as a function of poty Si weLl width. fn sone sanples, siYgul.ar-

ities corresponding to l-ower resonant energies have not been weLl- distinguished on

account of the thernal broadening of electron distribution, the fluctuations of
poLy Si grain-size or the scattering of eLectrons by structuraL imperfections.

Clear negative conductance has not always been observed because the structuraL

fLuctuations in the barrier restrict the sharp resonance as seen in Fig.2.

In spite of these circumstances, the excellent agreement has been obtained

between the thebreticaL and experinentaL resuLts shown in Figs.1 and 3.

Therefore, we nay conclude that the resonant tunneling through Si/Si0, double bar-

riers has been observed as the fine structures of the conductance curves and often

as the negative conductance. This is the first observation of resonant tunneling

in a polycrystalline/anorphous oxide doubLe-barrier, providing some possibilities
for the device appLication of multiple layer structures by proper choise of
naterials.
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